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HOW TO MAKE THE PHILOSO I
PHER'S STONE USING ANIMAT-
ED ]I/IETALLIC MERCURY AND

ooR )
This ie a translation of the eesential information of

'tLtAmi de L'Aunonet', (The Friend of the Dawn) by Henri de Lin-
Taut. The book is an "Editions de La MaLsnie" whose address
waE 19 rue Val-de-Grace, 75005 Paris, France. ft was published
in the 17th Century from a badly damaged, hand written manu-
script by Lintaut. It was later republished in 1978 in old
(or Medaeval) French. The original printing is listed in the

Areenal Library under No. 3020.

The later version was found and translated by Dr. $lilson
$lheatcroft of Rocheeter New York while studying in Ganeshpuri,
India. He completed the translation in ilanuary 1982 and fomard-
ed the copy to RjAl{S for treatment. My friend WilEon then cane home.

The present document actually reflects the eeppneE of the
or ig inalandisNoTaverbat imtransIat ion.rhepur-stnraybea
bit alarmed at this pronouncernent, but the alchemist is assured
that only lengthy (non-germane) dissertations and the non-useful
"gatewaye' have been eliminated. Dr. Iilheatcroft, a practising
alchemist has distilled the spirit of the text out and left be-
hind the caput mortuumr dB it were. He adds to the text a process
for treating the mercurfz. Bis comment was: "The Friend of the Dawn
does not gJ.ve any corunent on animation of the running trlercury
prior to its first combination with a very pure, very fine powder,
or calx, of SoI (O) or Luna ()). It merely sayB to use 'good"
ordinary running rercury. fts method of animation follows. My
euggestion is that the Mercury should be'cleaned by Salt and Vine-
9€rEr as was coruoon in those days, and distilled several times. It
is possible that a "special" purif ication is needed. Of this f am
not gure. t

An appendix will be given for laboratory processed for the
purification of the vulgar I and aome corunents on naking of O.

. Below is the theory pertintint to this text.

THEORY

{unthen heat ing to the ned t tage and,,  u l t inatetg,  t0 the sIoNE,



It'Ailll de L'AUROREI

When the Philosophers have said that the Moon is its Mother, it is

only to suggest to the Ignorarrt that the feminine seed of thelr Stone ought

to be ttlikett silver orits mercury or suUur, but well a mercury of the

quality of the Celestial Moon, . . . of white, silver-like color. The

Moon is an inconstant, cold, patient, feminine star that receives unto

herseU the influence of superior bodies, and gives birth to them lrithin

this lowly world. All the celestial constitutions pass their influence by

the Sphere of the Moon.

When the Philosophers name the Sun the Father of their Stone, they

suggest that the Sun is the metal from which the sperm and suUur of our

Stone proceeds. The Sun is warm and dry in all its works and actions,

even at the extremity of its rays. It dries up elementary vapors.

Vulgar mercury, after having been heated and animated by our art,

is of the quality of the fertile Moon, and is prepared thereby to ooneeive

by the semen of the Sun, and to carry the embryo in its belly until the

time of proper birth (harvest).

The semen of the metallic Sun is hot, dry, masculine. It is the agent

to engender our Stone. Therefor€, in sum, the Philosophers have said

the Sun is the Father, and the Moon the Mother of the Stone.

In consideration of all things made from two substances, the one hot

and dry, the other cold and humid, represented by the Sun and the Moon,

the Philosophers have named them .$ ana 
I 

r."p.ctively, saying that it

is necessary for the Sister to pull at her Brother, and the Brother pull
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on his Sister, until the one proceeds to dissolution

One is an instrumental actor ot agentrthe other apatiqn receiver.

They are I Sisterr and t Brothert because they of necessit;r are of the

same family (species), differing only in sex, or outer characteristics.

Those work in vain by using with their masculine ferment a I waterl

strong to it. . . of another blood, not its familial I Sistert . . . rconsan-

quinityt also denotes that the feminine seed of our work (the [ ) is very
i

much like the masculine seed ( + , Q ), so that little is necessary for

them to become one sirnilar j!ig, which remaining differences depend

only on the heat of one and the coldness of the other.

Simple (i. e.runanirnatedt) ordin""y 
H 

vulgar (common quicksilver)

is removed too much from the Sun, so, as such, it cannot serve as the

feminine Matter of the Elixir. But during its preliminary mixing with

a spirit of the nature of the philosophical fermerrt (i. e. its I animationt ),

which is its proper t Brotherr, w€ do draw them so close to each other

that the $ receives her kin, it becomes I liker the Sun+
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ANIMATION PROCEDURE

Take 29 parts of purified, rnrlgar mercury metar. with-a mortar

and pestle, thoroughry mix this with L 25 parts, by weight, of 24K gord

made from gold leaf that has been ground with distilled vinegar, washed,

dried and pulverized lnto an ttimpalpa5le powdertr.

This is the Khg, seated onthe edge of the fountain of hi.e fniend,to

be united with him. He will return eventually with a new body, a new

youth with ten tirnes more force and beauty, and clothes ten tirnes more

precious. All this by virtue of his bath. It is the nature of the feminine,

U , to attract the male to its love nest, not vice versa. In the love nest
+

the two procreate their species. Being, at the beginning, on the t edge of

the fountaint means that the King ( Q or D t i" very near to being amal-

gamated irrto its mercury. This is for the Red Stone. use) instead of

O for the White Stone.

This eea, so made, is to be digested one year (which apparenily = a

monthe) in the First Degree (4OoC), and then one year (= 3 months, months

being used hereafter in this ratio), at the Second Degree (60oC). This

6 morrths is a gentle digestion Use a round borftom flask, with a long

neck, set in sand, 213 of vessel empty and tightly sealed after first de-

gree is obtained. Beforb being put into flask, theueak E?should be

thoroughly washed in pure water, until water is very clean, in mortar,

then thoroughly dried.

The Author says that this action stirs up the hidden power in the rr€r-

curlr which, totally surroq4ding the Noble Metal, gradually dissolves it,
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releesing lte potrer t flfitot' the dtesotrtttg netallic.: mgne&"quF. This

'ereury, Sqt'.ts to ecqrrlre the EaBIfE gEED' of the ,NohIe Me*a1, tbus

betag AfrIHAIEo'. 'It ie an otd alchenical truth: t Except the tsod3i' be

. ogened by the Spiritl it will not aecegrt the SouL t
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MAKING THE REBIS FOR PUTRIFACTION

Once this animated mercury is available, amalgamate 4 oz. of, It
(this mercury) with r oz. of @(o" Dl t the form of an i,n'arpabre,

, extremery fine powder. Make this anargam as carefuty as possible in
a glass mo'tar and pesfle. Then wash it so often in pure rain water, (or
distilled water), unt'the water used in washing is perfecry crear and
clean. Then dry the amalgarrr with a clean sponge, or a folded piece of
hot, white linen.

weigh it. If it weighs ress than b oz., add enough animated 
Q 

to it
to make Lt 5 oz. If over 5 oz., due to excess p , serr"eze the exce's
through clean chamois leather, keeping what is on the inside of the lea_
ther' until the iEEweighs B oz. onry: n. oot 

H 
animated, * lo. o o" O

BRiIEIilTATIl|II
ttFermerrtation 

is the aggregation of the liquid and the body, with re-
storation of their natural heat. rt

This 5 oz' EE-a, the Philosophers have called their ,,Ferment,, 
because

O (o" 
) I i" the true teaven of the ELtlxIR. ttMamiagett 

will take place
between tne p menstruum, the feminine, and th" o (or 

) ), the r,.E'cu_
line. The woman is said to draw the sperm, or ,,seed,, 

of thee . The
seed of the Noble Metal will make the 

Q 
fit" itseU, through DIGES-.IuN

alone.

PRl|CEIIURE
Put the B oz. of washed,

vessel (one made of quartz,

then thoroughly dqied EE. into a proper glass

or PYREX, stone or porcelain) strong enough
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to endure various degrees of heat for 15 months, steadily. The vessel

should be large enough so that about ZIS of, the fLask is emp(;r. It should

have a long neck (L e. volumetric or kjeldahl).

. }EAT]TG

Once it is warmed in its flask, seal lt tight-

ly (lute). It will be necessary to digest it 9

months for the VET?E and 12 months for the

RED. . t  |  3vorume

Ground glass
Seal (stoppe:

ttt or
nRebien

REC{I.ATPI.I OF EXTEH{AL }EAT

Heating should be corrtinual, and gEg, in the various DEGREES OF

I{EAT. It is a gradual process of corrtinuous DIGESTION. In the diges-

tion, which occurs through external heat, an occult inner FIRE ('tSeenet

Eiver') is released in which the - tlfeminine 
Q 

draws the semen of life from

the masculine NOBLE METAL (only O On )usea, not a mixture).

PUTRIFACTION occurs in the first Degree of Heat. Dissolution is

an extended pIrIREEACTToN .

Sometimes the process of heating is al-so called SUBLIMATION, in

which there is dissolution of theQ *" 
H , and the incorporatlon into

the I of the suUerous principle of the O, " DIS7OLaTI\N OF rEE oI E.|.

TS ?EE COAGALATTON OF THE OTHERN.

Through the process of solution, the CALCTNA?TON of the Noble

body occurs. The liquia 
Q 

Oissolves the Body, freeing a Spiritual prin-

ciple previously hidden in the closed body. fne 
Q 

op-ens the Noble Body.

The now-freed-occult principle ggg!1or COAGALATES the mercury.
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ON PI.JTRIFACTION

Some selected quotations from the text follow:

Putrifaction is an action initiated by the external heat acting on the

fuumidity of the matter in a way that corrupts it and alters it, giving it

a new form. During the first 3 months, the first Degree of moderate

heat, the humidity of the menstruum comupts or putrifies the solid

mass of the Sun, and in fact, reduces the gold (or silver) to a form of

mercury, Iike itseU. This is nothing but the true 'S2LUTT0N of the

matter '  .

In this first solution, the body is made .BLACK a sign that the natural

heat has begun to corrupt the body. This corruption is the necessary,

first stage, without which it is not possible to do anything.

Putrifac'tion is only a simple breaking apart of the subtle aspects.

This purtifaction continues until the matter becomes dry, and white,

thus becoming congealed and anirnated. The BLACKENTNG shall also be

(the sign of) the ending of the First Degree of heat, calling for the Se-

cond Degree.

Solution cannot take place without putrifaction, yet putrifaction can

occur without soltrtion. Putrifaction lasts urrtil the matter begins to

TIflTTEII.

Solution is the reduction of a dry, definite matter into flowing mer-

cury - - by the mercurial menstruum, and the First Degree of temper-

ate heat, like the heat of the Sun in Europe in February (40oC). This

solution ends as Boon as the O (or Ol i"

-7-
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This makes the Qspiritous, and tt"i"ytt like the mercury. And the mas-

culine seed (from the noble metal) now released, becomes airy and fiery

and also tries to volatalize, like the mercury.

- 
The volatile must become fixed, and the fixed must be made volatile.

The mercury must become coagulated and fixed, and made into the

nature of the Sun. This will occur if the dissolution of the Q is con-

ducted slowly, in a gentle heat.

Our dissolution is, in itseU, the principle of coagulation. As soon

as the Ferment ( O ) is dissolved, it thereby coagulates its own dissol-

ving menstruum ttn" S ), achieved in the corrtinuous heat.

Our Q , thus subtilized and reduced into its SEED 
' is the IRAE

SULFUR or FERMENT of our SIONE '

does take on - - for a certain Period,

solving, mercurial menstruum. Yet,

(During dissolution), the O

male tQ or-) ) and female (anirnated 
Q I ioitt in a loving embrace'

Blending their inmost subtle parts, they congeal themselves. The fer-

ment, O , hot and dry in its exterior, gradually consumes the humldity

of the mercurial menstruum, and dries it up. The two become all of

one species. This CONJUNCYTON of the Male ( O ) and Femafe t Q )

seeds (suuurous and Mercurial Principles), is followed by true coN-

gEPTION, the joined seeds becoming oNE LIFE which develops in the

belly (digestion vessel), by a proportionate digestive heat (40oC), that

putrifies the Matter, thickening it so it looks like BLACK MUD, which

is the pr'inciple of COAGULATION (CONGEALATION).

the EXTERIOR FORM of its dis-

urged by the external heat, both
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PUTRIFACTION leads to COAGULATION, a drying-up of the humid-

ity of the menstruum.. It becomes a UNITARY Mass, gradually - - in

the ELRST DEhEEE of heat (40oC) - - coming to resemble a blackish,

tar-like mud . Nature, who governs GEIIERA?7ON, animates the two

ttdeadtt Species, anew, enabling them to be reborn, yet not individual-

ized but UNITED into a NEW FORM more perfect than they had at first.

The King ( O) ig resurrected in his Fountain. His ( O'en) Body,

cut apart and dismembered, is reconstituted into a younger, more per-

fect form than it originally had.

Be careful with the heat. -IF Whitening preceeds the Black, you have

had too much heat. This is even more the case if Red appears before

either the Black or White!

But when Black occurs, gradually, one should REJOICE. Black is

a sure sign of complete dissolution. Blackness is engendered from the

humidity inherent in the Matter. After aruiving at Blackness, you will

not miss achieving the White State.

Vulgar mercury, after having been anirnated tUV O ) and heated by

our Art, obtains the quality of the fertile Moon. It is then able to re-

ceive the semen from the Sun. It is feminine, patient, cool, humid.

The Sun is masculine, eager, hot and drying. Philosophers have said,

I The Moon is its mother; the Sun is its fatherr. This is what they meant!

The Sun is the metal from which the seed - and sulfur - of our Stone pro-

ceeds. The Sun is warm in all its parts, and raye. The Sun, expanded

!!g the Stone, extracts and dries up the rough humors of all imperfect
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metals. The Mother and F'ather, the Moon t H I and Sun ( O ) are, in
?

essence, not dissimtlar.llERCURI fS UNRfPE GOLD. Because they are

from one unified SPECIES.

THT\G N TI'E WORK

In the First Degree of Heat, the S acts on the Q . After complete
f

BLACKNESS occurs, increase to the Second Degree of Heat (OfC).

(Depending on the animating power of the $ , and the subtlety (par-
+

ticle size) and/or ttopennesstt of the gold powder - - or gold ealx, which

is better by far, and is laboriously made by Art - - the BLACK STAGE (Nigtedo)

should arrive by 3 months tlme, maybe sooner, maybe later. )

After the Second Degree, the Blackness will start to whiten within

3 months more time. Once it starts to whiten, continue the same heat.

It can be increased g]lghtly (to ZSoC? ) when white, keeping the heat,

though, constant, until the Matter passes to a stage Whiter than the

Whitest Snow in the World. This degree of pERFEc? wErIENEss (Albedo)

may take a total of 9 months, in these degrees of heat.

tAraS@,fi t

Do NOT humy with the heating. (That is, if you want the Stoner v€r-

sus a.Tincture or Perpetual Minera. It must putrify, then whiten, then

Redden. ) In the Whitening Stage, the heat is still rgentlet , tso long as

the vapors are being united and fixed into the Matter. t U the heat is

raised too much before the PERFECT WHITE Stage, the matter will

grow RED, which will not profit you, UITLESS it be first composed of

complete WTIITE and a very PURE BLACK.
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At the PERFECT WHITE STAGE, it can be heated at the Third De-

gree of Heat. But, if the WHITE MATTER is from a ferment, (and not

" )fe"merrt), and if you want a IIHIIE STONE' you must take care nof,

. t-o heat it much into the Fourth Degree, or it will go RED. If of a Q

ferment, the heat ends with the Third Degree. But if the original fer-

ment, and animation w"s ) , !@ it should be heated even to the Fourth

Degree, in order to fully fix it, until it does not at all furne when put on

a burning hot spoon.

For the RED WORK, after PERFECT WHITENESS, increase the heat

to the Third Degree, uxtil it yellows, and Reddens. At the RED, it must

stand in the Fourth Degree a long time (2-3 months?).

In the REDDENING, the last portions of h$midity are expell.ed by the

heat, which humidity is the cause of the WHITENESS.

T}E FOIN DEGNEES OF }EAT

The FIRST, rgentlef; the SECOND, tstronger by haUr (=I.5xh the

THIRD, t doubledr ; and the FOURTH, t built-up by half, againt (1.5 x

THIRD).

tst 4ooc

Znd - ofc

Translatorf s Note:

- 3rd 1300C (? )

4th I90-2000c (? )

There is much disagreement as to what 2nd, 3rd and 4th Degrees are,

but very much agreemerrt on the Putrifaction Temperature, 40oC-50oC.

Ultimately, the matter must become very hot, so as to be able to be

melted with@ 
"rO 

, in the WHITE STONE WORK. So, in thisscale of
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Degrees, there ere EIVE Degrees, ertending into very high temp€Pa-

-, . .....:.*...
"' 'f i lre8.

. * At the Red $tage, the matter le now FIRE PROOF', hrt is I deadr for

. tt presently lacks the power of Ingress ifito inferior rrretals. Giving in-

gress wlll be discussed later.
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FIIRTHER IIETAITS l|ll THE RED A]III WH]TE STI|]IES

If the Medicine has been fermerrted with Q , and you urant the White

Mediciner fou cannot heat it to the Fourth Degree, or it wilI loose its

- power for ) Transmutation. The higher heat makes it go towards Red.

Do not,therefore, (if you want silver), heat it (if fermented with

Ol to theFounth Degnee, Atthe end of t ime inthe ?hd.pit Degnee,LEu

will have received a high or perfect degree of WHIIENESS. It can now

be treated, to Esin fngnessrand will give its exuberarrt Perfection to im-

perfect metals, and transmute them into fineD.

O{ TIC RED STONE
If fermented with @ , when the Matter is very WHITE at the end of

the 3 months of THIRD DEGREE heat (9 months thus far), rquadruple

your heat of digestion, and corrtinue at 4 years (= 12 morrths, or until

12 months ? ) or at least urrtil the Matter looses its Whiteness and be-

gins to Redden, then becomes very Red. Colors like a drying Iris flow-

er appear between White and Perfect Red.

At reddness, increase the heat to Fifth Degree, until the RED

COLOR is fixed, permanerrt, and the matter no longer fumes at all

on a flowing hot spoon. Then when taken from the vessel, it will live

and give life to imperfect bodies, making them Q, also curing all the

infermities of human bodies.

Some only talk of Four Degrees, the First being moderate, and the

Fourth as hot as the Matter can endure. At the Red Stage, there is no

fear of scorching the matter for it rejoices in the Fire.
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Once the Matter iB Red, it must be taught Eglggg, so it can penetrate

into the most minute depths of imperfect metals. Ingress is acquired by

INCERATION, so it develops penetrative virtue, yet will melt like wax.

ON MULTIPLGATION
There are two varieties of multiplication: That of VTRIAE, and that

of 7UANTIIY. They are done differently.

Multipl.ication iIETHllII Fl|R UIRTUE
If you want one weight of your I Mercuryr to Transmute 100 weights

of molten, imperfect metals, or on as much of their mercury, or on

that of im.perfect, everage minerals, or on 100 parts of anirnated Mer-

cury, or 10 parts of rnrlgar, crude mercury, then you must begin the

cycle of the Work, all over again, to wit: -

Make an amalgam of L oz. of your Perfected Medicine (The White

of the Red), just like the initial procedure, or method - - by amalga-

mating it well, rubbing it, with lO oz. of the original, anirnated mer-

cury. Guard against failure by avoiding using mercury animated by

the ) if you intend multiplying your Red Medicine, or, taking O

animated Mercury for fermerrting the White Medicine, for you will spoil

the process. Once the amalgam is made, wash and rewash it with rain

(or distilled) water until no more dirtiness, or discoloration appears in

the wash water. Then thoroughly dry the amalgam, using a sponge or

very hot piece of white, linen clsth. It should be dry, no moisture

should remaln in it.

Now put the amalgam in a strong digestion vessel luted well, and
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tall enough so that the Matter will never crimb higher than hau of the

belly of the flask, Ieaving 2/3 empty, or so. setthe vesse,l inyour di_

gestion oven' and establish heat of the FIRST DEGREE, until the amal-

' gam putrifies - - dissociates - - congeals irrto Blackness. At this point,

increase your digestive heat to the Second Degree, then the Third De_

gree' continuing until the Matter becomes wHrrER THAN sNow, which

is the end of this particular Multiplication, for the White Medicine.

At the WHITE stage, the I Digestive' heat is over, for you must now

heat the matter at the flOURTE DE1REE. you should divide into 4 gra_

duated increments of heat, the four DEGREES, keeping the matter in

each Degree, one-fourth of the time, so that at the end, in the FouRTH

STAGE, the fire will be very strongly burning.

If the Matter is fermented for the Red Medicine, then at the point

when it becomes white, at the end of the rErRD DEGREE, you must

increase the heat to the Fourth Degree, a quadruple of its heat, and

continue as long as each of the other Degrees, or until the Matter be-

comes quite Red. Then it is necessary to give it heat by 4 additional

Degrees (i. e. Eifth Degree, divided into 4 increments, apparenfly).

when all the Degrees are compreted - - a very hot fire the Matter

will be fixed and Red, rike a r.uby. This obtained, it is to be fol.owed

by the process of fnCERATf ON, to give it Ingress, until the Matter

melts like wax. Then the stone will have lOX more VIRTUE than it

had initially, and it wilr project, per unit weigrrt, on r00 weights of mor-

ten imperfect metals, or animated mercury, or on a large proportion
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of molten median-level minerals, too.

And now, if you desire that your Medicine be able to project one

weigtrt on 1000 weights, start the Work all over again, by taking the

lgtest, most potent Medicine (before Inceration), and amalgamating

L oz. with 100 ozs. of the original anirnatea 
S 

, then digesting through

all the colors (Black, White/Red if O ), etc. If I oz. of this Third

Medicine, completed to fullness, is further analgamated w"ith 1000 ozs.

animated mercury, and taken through the colors, when this Medicine

is completed, it will project l::10,000 for Oor Q, respectively.

The KEY is always to increase the weight of the mercurial men-

struum - - animated as taught, for 6 morrths - - by I0X, which will

result in the Medicine being multiplied IOX in VIRTUET Take note here

of a great secret long hidden by Alchemists:

If one adds only a small increase in the amourrt 
"t H 

r p€r unit of

Medicine being multiplied, the ?oldneseof the mercury wLLl N)l balance

the intense interior heat of the Stone. Therefore, the Stone will not be

opened and putrified, and dissolved. Rather, it will radiate its great

heat, drying up the mercury, and congealing it, irrto |ISELF (@or),

respectively). But for the VIRTUE multiplication, it must have the

opportunity, and leisure, and balance to be opened, again reduced to its

elemerrts, and into mercury, which then coagulates, through the growth

colors.

We well know that unless O , for instance, is not reduced into mer-

cury and subtilized into its solar sperm (suUur), it eanno?become a
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Stone.

In short, a small ratio of animated mercury will not work for VIR-

TUE Multiplications, becoming, rather congealed into Obefore the

. Medicine (which i" O in a special state) gets dissolved.

Therefore, enough anirnated mercury must be added so its humi6i1"

and coldness will surpass the great magnetic HEAT, which is the char-

acteristic of the Sf ONE of the VISE. The mercury will then dissolve,

putrify, congeal, and get fixed in the fire, which the Mixture receives

anew, until the Virtue be expanded as many times as the operation is

repeated.

To fwther give illustration of the principle involved, wtrich is one of

corrtained heat: If an iron bar is warmed in the sun, then thrust into a

bucket of cold water, it will not have in it the power to heat the water

much. But if the iron bar is heated White hot, it will heat the water

considerably, even a large quantity of water, for its VIRTUE, in this

analory, has increased very much by the force of the external fire, long

applied.

And so, the more that the Medicine is recycled through this MUL-

TIPLICATION, and the more strongly rheated upr by the fires, it ac-

quires the power to heat - - cook - - larger and larger quantities of im-

perfect metale. Its virtue may be so expanded that one weight of our

MEDICINE could t congeal a whole Ocean, urere it made of mercuryr.

Multiplication ilETHl|0 Fl|n 0uAnTtTI
W'e see that in the previous process, there was AIJO multiplication
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in quarrtity, 6ince 10X animated mercury was being taken, each round

in Virtue. But this ie a bit different, since the Stone is not dissolved,

each ROUND.

Philosophical alchemists cal.l this type of multiplication, one of

I AUGMENTATIONT of the physical mass or substance and quality. The

sages have devised methods of doing it, so that the valuable powder of

projection will never be exhausted, and so that the lengthy process of

taking it through the colors can be avoided. This method multiplies the

QUANTITY of the Stone, at its given Virtue.

Those who follow my (laboratory) techniques, will discover that or-

dinary mercury is, in fact, the closest matter to the work, and that it

has in it all the power that is necessary in order to achieve the Great

Stone. And further, ordinary mercury requires only a little prepara-

tion in order to release this occult power.

Augmentation means increase in substance, that is, weight, with no

upper limit, even unlimited weight, without redoing the complete Work,

Yet, without diminishing in the least the virtuous powers/qualities of

the Stoners Stage of Perfection (VIRTUE).

But I wish to definitely caution you against multiplying the White Stone

with mercury anirnated Uy O, for if you do, you will spoil everSrthing and

destroy its virtue.

AUGTIIE]ITATIIIlI
In order to multiply the Red Medicine (for instance) in physical

quantity:
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Take I oz. of mercury animated by l.E scruples (=36 grains, or

Lll6 oz. ) O) ' 
which hae been digested l5 months, as described above,

and made hot in a crucible. When it begins to boil, throw on top I oz.

. qf your fusible Medicine, melted Red, without taking the crucible off of

the fire, until it congeals the saia p into powder, which it will do quite

quickly. Then when congealed, remove it, and put it (the Matter) into

a digestion vessel, well sealed. Then develop a temperate charcoal

fire underneath. Keep it going four (4) whole days and nights, as if

you wished to dietill it. Then increase the firer s heat by hau (i. e.

l.5X hotter), keeping the vessel so heated 4 more days. Then increase

the fire l.5x what it is, again keeping it heated 4 days, which fire wil

be much hotter than the first twoi After this 12 days of heat, divide the

matter (cooled) between two separate crucibles, which seal. prepare

your charcoal fire to achieve the desired fixation, keeping the heat up

for 29 hours, or so, building upthe fire in 6-hour intervals (through

the higher Degrees). As the end, you must smother the crucible with

burning charcoals for 6 hours, then let the fire die, cooling your Mat-

ter. You will now find 2 ozs. of Medicine that is iderrtical to the solu-

tion Medicine, in VIRTUE (i. e. Projection power).

You may now multiply these two ounces in quantity, using two fresh

ounces of the animated mercury described, governing the fire as just

taught. At the end of your regirnen of fire, you wilr have 4 ozs. of

your Medicine, that you can further multipry with 4 ozs. of the above

described, animated mercury, (heating and working it as described).
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Arways operate with new animated 
Q , nro" the murtiplied powder.

Thus, by heating, you will be able to MULTIPLY I oz. of your Medi_

cine into an unlirnited quantity, as you wish, all of which multiplied

Medicine will be as perfect for projection on inferior bodies as what

you started with. In this work, you will obtain better Q ttran that made

by Nature.

ON VI'I{TE PO\i'DER MTf,TPIJCATTC}.I

If you wish to multiply your white powder (Medicine), take r oz. of

S 
animated by O, "" 

taught, and project orrto it ! oz. white Medicine,

as with the Red. Then take the multiplied powder, with fresh 
$ 

f""*"rr_

ted with ) and heated 12 morrths, and in this way you will be able to mul-

tiply the white Powder to any quantity, just as with the Red stone.

In order to have a great quantity of Powder, it is clearly neceasary

to animate with@ ana ) , separately, great quarrtities or 
[ 

, and to

digest them as necessary. When you have completed animation (at least

using one or two furnaces), cook it further so as to multiply it in virtue.

Finally, when as you warrt it, so as not to run out of the fixed Matter,

you can multiply it in weight, as now described.

o1,l llCERAIptl

A quote from charles Maurice drHoury, l?zb Editions Jobert - -

Bibliotbca Esot6rica 19?? - - ,,TnaitJ de Chgnde phifoeophi.que et
,

f lennet i ,que".

In order to expand and multiply this Red Stone, you must dissolve it

in its own't)ate?-of-Life', its fiery, spiritous, living (animated) disso-
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vant. Then by digestion, Blacken, Whiten, and Redden it, observing the

Degrees of fire of the First Regimen. Continue repeatingthis cycle of

dissolution - heating - coagulation, 7 times, or, until the Stone be-

c-omen EUSIBLE LIKE llAX, And thusr /ou will be able to multiply

it in quartity and quality, as you wish. Because by each new corrup-

tion of its elements, hence each Generation, it gets introduced into a

New Movement, and the Stone that had its origin from our dissolving

Water, re-enters the Womb of its Mother, becoming reborn, renewed,

more robust and potent than before.

It is now the tirne to discuss INCERATION, and define it, and show

how it should be done, because without Inceration, the White or Red

Medicine wilI not be readily fusible, and will be like something I deadr

- - by nature of its great dryness and inability of fusion It is its

FUSIBLE Nature, that gives the ldeal Medicine proper INGRESS

melting like wax, with penetration and transparency - - into the bodies

with which the Medicine is projected.

INCERATION - - producing fusibility and ingress - - is achieved by

the IMEIBTIT?N of, humid eubstance on pulverized, dry substahc€, r€-

peating this operation several times, moistening and drying up again

each tirne. That which ignorant alchemists achieve by melting with

t waterst and I oilsr to accomplish Inceration, properly ought to be done

with the mercury of the same matter the Medicine was originally made:

(To wit) -
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Pulverize your (d"y) Medicine (in tts completed state), into an irn_

palpable powder, then make an amalgam with 6 times its weight of morti-

' fied-animated 
H , "" 

taught (i. e. I weight O grD, respectivery, with

29 weights of ordin."y 
H 

, heated 3 months at First Degree heat (40oc),

and 3 months at Second Degree heat (at 65oC). In order to shorten all

procedures, most of which require animated mercury, one should pre-

pare enough mercury 60 as to be able to use the same batch of animated

mercury throughout.

Take care, also, that you Incerate the White Medicine with mercurv

anirnated by ) , and the Red Medicine with @ - animated mercury.

otherwise you will do nothing that endures; and you may lose your Med-

icine.

Then wash your prepared amalgam several times with clean water,

and dry the amalgam with a heated, clean white linen. This done, squeeze

the 6??through a piece of charnois-leather, redeeming excess animated

mercury (that passes through) and retaining the soft amalgam. It should

be like paste, or very soft, pliable wax.

Place this soft EiE'tnto a suitable digestion flask, sealed tightly, then

place the flask into your Athanor (oven) heating it below with a genile char-

coal fire through various heats. Thefirstphould be sright (40-b0oc)

the aeeonilrstronger by half ( GboC). Continue each degree 3 months

(NOTE: all through the text the author has used t l yeart for each degree.

A foot-note translated this l4eaning as 3 months), or, as you observe the
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coror of the matter to demand. And if you see that your mercury vola-

tilizes, and does not strongly become fixed, do not trouble;'ourself over

this, for it is sufficient that ite essence stays there, and softens the Med-

ipine even without fixing itseU with it. So, if it stays there it is united,

and however, if by several times the matter does not become fusible

enough, you should pulvertze it on marble (mortar/pestte) and again

amalgamate it with 6X its weight of animated 6 , like that of which it
.F

composed - - or use the amourrt of such 
H "" 

is required - - and expell

all excess through a chamois cloth (ttrin caU skin); then wash and dry

your amalgam, and re-digest it, as described above. Continue in this

manner - - pulverizing, amalgamating, and heating, as above described,

as many times as neceasary until the Matter remains FUSIBLE and

MELTS LIKE WAX, when it will be ready to make projection on the

imperfect metals. In its fusible state, the Matter is King - - even

more beautiful, stronger and more vital than he was from only having

been in his Fountain t 
$ 

Uattr). He will be enriched by a Crown and Royal

Garments more precious than he had ever worn before. Further, he will

be now the sibling of Dragons (i. e., mastery over fire). He may be called

a Lion - - reborn, brought back to life, younger and more beautiful than

ever.

By this method of Inceration, the matter will be perfected, fixed and

fusible like wa:r. This is the LAST STEP for the stone, and its accom-

plishments, before making transmutation by projection.
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This brings us, finally, to pRoJEcTIoN (which is the term used to

describe the addition of the Perfected Solar or Lunar Medicine to molten

. rjpetals, by t projectingt it on top of the melted matter, in a crucible, re-

sulting in the transmutation of the latter into good 
D o" @ , a"p"nding

on the tlpe of Medicine used, i. €. s the White or Red, respectively).

r witl teach you how to do Projection on imperfect, molten metals and

also on animated mercuryr orr on mercury drawn from imperfect bodies

(in which the mercury pukes up their Sulfurs, or in which a metal is re-

duced directly to a tJpe of mercnry resembling mercury metal), or even

on regular mercury in a heated condition.

METHODS

Melt 100 weigtrts of fine silver. When it becomes I boillng hott (i. e.

well molten), make into little balls or tpillsr r weight of the prepared

Red Medicine (for Q transmutation). Now east one of the small balls

onto the surface of the molten silver. After it ie consumed, throw

another little piece, on top again, and let it also be consumed. Continue

one small projection after another until you have thus projected one-

weight of your Medicine to the 100 weights of ). (This assumes that

the rate of transmutation of the Medicine used is 1::100. It could be less,

or much more, depending on its MULTIPLICATION of Virtue and/or n6r-

ber of cycles it had gone through. This should be very clear, as using too

muchO /po*.r of Red Medicine will result in incomptete transmutation;

while using too rittle ) wiu result in waste of Medicine, and the @ made
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will have to be re-melted with additionaf )for further transmutation.

Therefore, one should know the exact strength - - by experimentation - -

on a given imperfect metal or ) or 
H , etc. , before following this l:100

tatio literally. )

After projecting the l:100, let the matter vigorously boil, stirring it

occasionally with a copper rod, each time, in fact, that you added a

t  Pi l l t .

Leave it 2 hours, molten, then cover your closed crucible with coals

and let the fire die out slowry (covering is to unilormly cool it, slowly,

so as not to crack the crucible while it has molten matter in it).

When cool, break the crucible, remove the matter and remelt it,

and pour it. You will have O of 24 carat value, better than Naturds @ .

AII the Philosophers agree that this gold is finer than Neturer s.

(The conclusion of SOLTDOIITUS as to why, was that the usual method of

preparing O by using strong acids is not rigorous since it does not yield

truly pureO of 24 carats, but reaches only 23. b carats. )

D is more perfect than other imperfect metals, and therefore it is

quite quickly transmuted into Q , also, demanding proportionately less

Red Medicine for the transmutation than other metals, say tin, for ex-

ernple, would require. And the transmutation is more total, uniform

and perfect than with the more inferior metals, usually. We know this

from the fact that the sarne unit weight of R,ed Medicine (of a e[ven virtue)

that completely transmutes 100 weights of fine ) into @, wiU only trans-

mute perhaps l0 weights of certain, other irnperfect metals. And they
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might be quite crude, strongly discolored here and there - - full of

t mean strealcs of earth, black, sulfurs, and stinkingt . (Tfrls might

not be true with modern, pure metals, but perhaps a fine description

. of crude iron, lead or tin metal in l?th Century. )

Therefore, one (tiny) weight unit will not suffice to I cook and trans-

muter certain metals, or ores, of great weight, nor to purge their min-

eral lnfestions - - so one must use more to achieve the transmutation.

One should ideally, then, make transmutation o" O 
(this must be

determined by e:<perimentation with pure metals available today), be-

caos.D is so pure, clean, and is alrnost as digested by Nature or is

O ; rr,a D t" red in its inward, hidden nature. So, O requires only

I weight-unit of our Medicine to digest itseU, and quickly, into O, .ttd

to release its own, previously hidden red tinsture, ( O 
t en color).

If you wish, though, to make@from the imperfect metals, always

choose the one (available) that is the most perfected.

Here is a Method for projecting on Tin: Use the Red or White Medi-

cine, depending on whether you disire O ""O 
.

TIN METHOD

Melt 10 weights of Tin. When it is well melted, and so hot that it be-

gins to bubble and smoke, throw on top 1 unit of your Medicine, by 3 appli-

eations of little pills. Then after keeping it molten for a time, cast it into

an ingot. You will have O(or ) l, according to your choice of Medicine

used. Further, this @(or ) ) wiU be better than from Nature, from the

mines.
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Other imperfect metals can be so treated, though no other metal will

be so clear and clean for projection 
"" O. You can also use some min-

erals (i. e., compounds or mixtures) without much preparation" But first

ttrey must be purged of their innate humidity, otherwise they will be of no

value in this operation. The more perfect and pure be the imperfect metal,

or average mineral, the better. (My feeling is that ores of tin, lead, cop-

p€r, silver might be erqrerimented with, the oxides being a better choice

than the sulfides..) Yet, you must (extract) theirt mercuryt so often that

it will be transmutable into perfect Q or O . You can also use rnrlgar

mercury, since it leaves the mine without preparation (he must be speak-

ing of native mercury metal, usually not common), and yet by the first

metarlic decoction, it is prepared, cleansed, and animated like I have

given above as the first preparation, purged, anirnated, and heated, so

it will receive its perfection, like the imperfect metals (upon transmu-

tation) by this prepared Medicine. By not so much is vurgar mercury

made more perfect, fermented, and digested - - BS i" O and ) - - so

that (the 
I I *"y be more perfectry converted into @ and). Mercury

fermented by O "" O , can be digested into O or D . As above given,

if one fermerrts 1.5 weights of @with 29 weights of ordinary mercury,

and digests it 15 months,\ it is.ttrue mercury of gordt, and is eo in all

its qualities. It carurot be transmuted intoO of the white Medicine,

simply becauee it is really too perfect, and in congealing with the White

Medicine, it tends towards gold and in fact, resembLes good gold made by

processes of cementation. . This is why it is necessary to take caution
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during multiplication, and/or when making Q with the Red Medicine.

But all of the other mercuries that one endeavors to extract from im-

perfect bodies, or from minerals, and our ordinary mercury - anima-

. ted as taught - - except the mercury of Q - - ann ought to receive the

perfect form of Oby transmutation with the white Medicine, if you go-

vern the operation like this:

Place 5 oz. of vulgar mercury, aniAated as taught, or other extracted

mercuries, and put the crucible on a fire of strongly burning charcoal.

Leave it there until it gets well heated, and starts to crackle just before

volatilizing ftoiling). At this point, throw on top of the hot mercury I oz.

of the White Medicine, and corrtinue heating the mixture urrtil the Medicine

melts, whereupon it animates the hot mercury, which will soon congeal

irrto a greyish powder. It may seem to want to vaporize. When you ob-

serve this' draw charcoals around the crucibte while you increase the

fire. Give it a soft blast from the air souree (bellows), corrtinuing until

the grey metter begins to Whiten, then Redden (from the heat? or other

eolor change? ), then cover your crucible and let the fire go out, gradually

cooling it in the ashes. Break the crucible, obtain the mass, and remelt

it in a new crucible, and you wilr have good ) 
("" Q , if you projected

the Red).

This method of Projection has been figuritively described as the rKing

enriching his subjectst , etc.
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In order to convert all of the imperfect metals into Q , note this:

Take L oz. of our Red Medicine, and throw it on top of 4 oz. of fine

molten O, and you will find all your matter brittle, which pulverize,

then remelt, keeping it molten fo:r' 3 daye.Cool. This matter, powdered,

can be projected in the proportion of 1 oz. powder on 25 Marcs (2OO oz.l

of moltenO, or copper, or as well, on 18 Marcs (!44 oz.) of lead or

tin (therefore one could use tin lead solder, melted), or as well on 15

Marcs (L2O oz. ) of ordinary mercury heated in a crucible or congealed

with lead (i. e. , amalgamate it). But, it is essential that all of these,

if used, be well melted first. You urill quickly see your matter covered

by a well-thickened scum. At this, you may think your crucible has bro-

ken, or cracked. Cool. and then remelt your matter. You will discover

it is now fine @. But, if you have not observed the necessary propor-

tions, depending on what metal you have chosen, your finished mafter

may look like something different, though changed from its first color.

Then you may have to pass it through a purification stage, by cupellation,

yet without putting lead irrto it, an{ in 3 hours the Cupel will have con-

sumed all that is not perfect. This additional labor will be required if

you do not take enough of the Divine Medicine for projection. You miglrt

have to also do cementation with the matter. So, observe the proper ra-

tios during projection,

E.T N T
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Appendix l l

ANIMATION OF MERGURY METAL

For those who wish to mercury a different way than

given, in itFriend of the Dawntt, and to avoid 6 morrths of waiting, I

now give AMI\4ATION PROCEDIIRES. THUS, one can pass DIRECTLY,

with the animated mercurJr, to the step of adding the 1 oz. noble metal

to the 4 oz. anim.ated mercury, as given in trFriend of 1fus Dawnrt.

Animation is the addition to the Mercury of etheric essences, or

PRINCTPLES in the etheric shell of the substance, so that the mercury

when digested, wrLL EAT r?s )ItN TATL. AMMATED MEnCURY, BY

ITSELF, WHEN PROPERLY DIGESTED, WILL PUTRIFY AND PASS

THROUGH THE COLORS. There are numerous ways of animating the

mercury, which involve operations performed physically and chemically

on it, in heat, that GIVE TO THE MERCURY goler and/or lunar sul-

fureous principles that awalcen in it, its own mercurial and sulfureous

principles to bring it to completeness. Some of these principles have

been weakened through the purification processes, as mercury is re-

vived from cinnebar ORE, and/or Lost through its enralgamation with

narious metals. We are dealing with a set of etheric principles. Through

certain animation procedures, these are rradded backtt or set again irrto

outer manifestation in the nearlhysical etheric shell of the mercury,

by the laws of correspondence, so the mercury acquires AWAKENED

M6rcurial, Sulfirreous, and Salt principLes once again BALANCED with
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each other. We know this, because it becomes alchemically active,

and when digested, it coagulates, something that non-animated, com-

mon mercury can NEVER do.

Srch animation procedures were kept as a closely guarded secret,

because they make the mercury extremely potent, READY TO RECEryE

THE KING OR QUEEN, which was the whole secret of the Work in this

one set of methods. It must be understood that there are literally do-

zens of ways of preparing an alchemically actirre bdy; in which the

etheric, essential principles of t'netelt?gtt, t'suLfunt' and naalttl

are awakened, or added, in proper d;nramic balance to allow further

GROWTH and 1VIATIIRATION in t}e degrees of heat that constitute the

Iife blood of the gubstance. The Stone is the greatest friend of the fire.

It has dominion over the fire, and all other elemerrts, which it gains by

actual E)(PERIENCE, just as We grow in Godly virtues by actual ex-

perience, once we have reached the point of learning about the spiritual

bread of life given by the SOITRCE, and know how to imbibe it.

No one can bring this work to fruition, or harvest who is not esta-

blished in proper merrtal and psychic balance within, which is required

in order for the astral and mertal calnprens of this great Secret to

ALLOW one to proceed with this great Work. This statement is given

only as warning. One may try, but never succeed, without the proper

authorization by gIvrNE sources of irurer and outer guidance given to

the alchemist. Hundreds of obstacles must be conqubred. It is essen-

tially a lonel.y, private struggle since there is usually no one to turn to
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for coungel and advise, except the inner sources of intuition, or outer

texts, often mysterious. Here, in plain language, has been set forth

the errtire work, YET, one should think not that this ends the matter.

For, who is reading these words? Will you have the proper balance

of wisdom, chemical knowledge, mind-heart balance, to achieve the

goal, or compassion to know how to use wealth for the benefit of the

Divine Plan? You, do you know anything of the Divine Plan on Earth?

Are you a keeper of the treasure for mankind? Ifihat have you done in

your life to demonstrate your willingness to serve a suffering humanityr s

need for guidance, for Truth, for Love, for health or bread? This is a

most severe test. And one who conquers alL of the obstacles of the"uay

of the Crueible"ls one who has been chosen and approved, for var-

ious Divine and Karmic rea6onn, to so achieve. Each one knows only

in his inner heart if he or she has been given permission to achieve this

great Work for the benefit of all mankind.

As I write these words, I a"n only in the beginning stages of this

Work. So, the reader should not think that all is already achierred.

What I have com.munlcated represerrts my preser* understanding. Your

ourn g!, if fol.lowed, will reveal IF this is a complete set of teachings.

There are many short cuts, if one is fully knowledgeable,

Working wtth purified running mercurl, there are several basic ways

the encierrts animated it. Two of the most famous (thou secret, they were

widely used by generations of great adepts in this noble Path) methods are

to ADD TO THE MERCURY THE SOLA.R, SULFUREOUS ETHERIC PRIN-
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CIPLES OF IRON. This is done in several ways. I \riU not give full de-

tails here, because these methods are available to anyone with an ex-

cellerrt alchemical library, and will be recognized in von Suchten, I CoeL-

um Philooophorum, and other texts, and, dso in Digbyt s ttChoice

Chemieal Enperimente", edited by Hartmaru

ilaklng Clnnabar:

The basic procedure, which I will outline, is to take the purified

mercury and add to it the right amourrt of mineral suUur (some say

flowers of sulftrr, but mineral is best, since fully alive, naturally),

grinding lt without melting (some say melting the sulfur and spraying

the mercury irrto it stirring with a ceramic or \trooden rod. But this

is dangerous - because of the fumes of mercury - without an excel-

leut fume hood with exit fan). This makes HgS (Utack form). One must

grind very well, usually with hand operated or mechanized mortar and

pestle. Use face mask. Another method uses NH4No3, with some water

added to the mercury and native sulfur, to help oxldize the mercury and

ma.ke its joining with the suUur more easily accomplished. The propor-

tions of mercur;r and suUur'are important. With the nitrate method, one

must heat the HgS nitrate mixttrre, on low heat, urrtil all the yellow smoke

disappears. It takes 2-3 hours, and casts forth an amazing amount of

smoke. One needs a secluded outdoor lab, and/or excellerrt fume hood.

A neighbor thougtrt my house was on fire when she saw so much smoke

emerging from my attic where I had a lab. This must be washed off

the nitrates, when completed, Either walr you end up with black, very
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well ground, CINNABAR. Some methods recouunend sublimation of

this BLACK form to its more tightly crystallized RED form. If you

know how to do this, it is best. If you do not, some recotnmend mere-

ly heatingr et second degree heat, the DB,Y cimabar (black form) for

2-3 days in a closed system. The mercurJr is deadly, and MUSI be

a closed system. Do not do this if you do not know what you are doing,

for it is deadly. Some of the cinnabar may eubllrne in this 2 -3 day heat,

but it requires much hortter temperaturs {e sulli"ne it completely to the

red form. Some reconrmend subliming it from a bed of eea salt, cal-

cined to dryness, mixed thoroughly with the black form. If so, one must

wash out tfie salt. Cinnabar is insoluable in lrater.

Orrce you have this digested black, or sublimed red form, yor must

revive it in a distiUation rig, USING IRON FILINGS weII mixed with the

cinnabar. Some reconunend using only martial regulus of arrtirnony,

some a 50/50 mlxture of the animony regulus with iron combines with

the sulfur, and while it does so, some of its SOLAR, FDCED SULFUR,-

EOUS, ETIIERIC SHELL PRINCIPLE is added to the mercury or awakens

the corresponding sulfureous Principle in it. The mercury then is dis-

tilled from the mixture of synthetic iron sulfide, and will come over the

her'n ido water. Take alr precautions. You may Lose many distilting

veggels. The dead head may harden into a mass that cannot be removed

from the retort, or distilling rig. It requires a very high temperattre,

kept up for a considerable time, to effectively start and continue this re-

action" It is not easy to do, I have found. I have also seen that when the
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exact reaction poirt is reached, the mercury literally explodes as it is

fireed, destroying the glassware or distilfing tube. DO THIS IN A SAFE

PLACE, OUTSIDE, OR IN A F'UME HOOD, WELL VETVITT,ATED. I

have devised a stainlees ateel can, wlth a stainless steel tube welded in

place, with the lid bolted on, to do this reaction. I have experirnented

a bit with glase, arrd do not find it an easy distillation.

After the mercury is separated by iron, from the syrrthetically made

Ctnnabar, and passed irto water, it should be cleaned with chornois cloth.

This constitutes ONE ROUND - making it irrto cinnabar, and then separ-

ating it from cinnabar with iron filings (or combination of martial regu-

lus of antimony with iron filings, some say). One must do this 7-10 times.

It is not that the mercury gets any more PURE during this procedure, but

its inner, etherlc shell of suUureous and mercrrrial principLeb is activa-

ted, (or added to) alchemically. The red, solar, suUtrreous principl.e

of iron (or its counterpart in martial arrtimony which HAS DRAWN FORTH

TIIE IRON SOI-AR PRINCIPLE), asts on the mercury with increasing

force each operation. Exactly how many such ROIINDS one murt do is

uncertain Most say 7; Bome say L0. None say more than 10.

At the end of these rounds, you will have a runrring mercury metal,

that looks exactly like the mercury you started with. Yst, it is differ-

ent in its invisible stheric body. It is now animated. This mercury

should be passed several tirnes through chamois Leather and distiled

twice, from a very clean, fresh retort, or distillation train, into water.

I do not recall if anyone washes it with salt at this point. All traces of
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iron must be removed PIfYSICALLY. It must have all of the character-

istics of cleansed mercury. Use disti[ed water when wiping off scum.s,

if necessary.

This is now ANTMATED MERCARy. E is a great beasnre. It is the fer_

tilized matrir in which you may plant your corn.

Marffal Regulus & sllver llethod of Animailon
There is another classical method of making cinnabar, 3 timesr r€_

viving with antimony and/or iron each tirr€, clearring, TTIEN, continuing

animation by rubbing it exhaustively with mixture of sihrer and.npartial

regulue of arrtimony. This t;pe of regulus has IN II ttre solar principle

of ironn because of the special way it is made. This regulus is like mer-

cury of arrtimony. Two parts pure silver is melted with l part such re-

gulus of antimony, and the mercury, 5 parts per unit weigtrt of the silver-

anttnony alloy (gror:nd into the finest powder) is exhaustively rubbed with

it. The arrtimony itself does not amal.gamate well, but the silver does,

TAKING lflITH rr, PRTNCIPLES Ot' THE ANTIMOI{Y, AND IRON, im-
=- =_=-aa*trA=rern to the silver-mercury qnalgam. Then this qrnalgam must

be digested at first degree heat, and washed with distitled (or rain) water

UNTIL ALL BLACKNESS IS WASHED OUT. One may digest it between

washinga" Ehlt aII blachess muat !g removed, so that the mercury is

___ 
shiny, -brigrfL--Iike the cleansed mercury but not with its mobility, since

it has sllver arnalgamated with it. lVhen so cleaned, this must then be

distilled, leaving the clean silver in the distiling head, passing the mer-

cutY irrto digtilled water. This silver can be recovered and remelted wrth
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fresh martid regulus. Retrieving the mercurJr after this operation, and

cleaning lt physically through chamois cloth and/or distilled water, is

ONE ROttND. One should do ?-10 such rounds to further animate this

mercurJr, which, when completed, i8 PERFECTED, A GREAT TREA-

SIIRE. The final mercury, now animated, should be disti[ed by itseU

only trice. Cleaned a btt, after flnaf distillation, with dtstilled water

and mortar/pestle, and made shiny, lt is a field ready now for planting.
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Appendix

PURIFICATION OF MERCURY METAL

There ere several stages to this. The purpose is to remone from the

mercury all metallic and nonmetallic irnpurities that otherwise will block

or impede the Divine Amalgamation of the mercury with the Noble metal

1) Put the mercury in a large beakerr and run cold water on it, stiming

lt with a rubber gloved hand, or a wooden spoon. Do this for a few minutes.

If you use hot water, which is best, it will rraporize some of the mercury

which rill pass up into your face with the steam and ELg. So unless you

hane nunning water in a firne hood, use cold g4g5. Then after washing,

carefully pour off the water, and ponr the wet mercurTr into a large glass

or cerannic glazed cooking bowl. The water can be wiped off by drawing a

folded peper towel horizontally towards you. It will usuaLly nobiceably, skin

off orldes and impurities thst are on the surface of the mercury, as well as

drying the mercur;r.

2l There may be only a few such scums that gather on the surface. If

there is a lot of euch lrnpurities, so that when the mercury iE stirred, a

new magg of scum. comes up to the surface, you will hane to squeeze the

mercriry through a clean chdmois skin, or, .JX folded tigtrtly woven linen,
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or cotton. Make a pouch in an empty bowl by UftinS up the corners of the

cha^rnois, pour the mercury fux, tvist ttre corners tigtrtly with rubber-gloved

hands urtil the mercury squeezes through in little beads, into the clean bow1.

If not held firrnly' some will come out of the tops of the folds. If one warrts

to purify a large quartity of merctrr;r, he can make a device using air pres-

aure to force the mercury through a plastic tube held vertically, with a cha-

mois skin clamped to one end. A eimple bicycle pump and suitable tire valve

attached to a closed system will make air pressure abone the mercrrry, forc-

ing it gradually through the chamois.

This can be repeated geveral times. This removes black mercurous ox-

ides, some metallic reeidues, and other dirt.

3) Put the mercury in a large glass salad bowl, and stir in purified or

cleaned (recrystallizsd Sea Salt). This is sold (1982) in most Health Food

Stores ready to use in food, which is excellent for our purposes. No need

to purify sea salt any further for our purposes. Ordinary crushed Halide

is most likely quite satisfactory, but Sea Salt is best. Our pnrpose here is

to stir the mercury irto the sea salt irrto as tiny globules as possible, which

darkens the'sea salt. Alchernists used a marble, or glass, mortar and pes-

tle. Ttris is extremely laborious. If the salt is slightly moistened with dis-

tilled water, it is a bit easier. The salt will turn SeX, and then can be re-

moved, and more mercury and fresh salt is taken and ground together, urdil

all the mercury you wlsh to treat is done. One method I have found successful

is to use an electric cake mixer, old fashioned powerful Qpe, ( wearing a sim.-

ple face mask), turntng on the blades a,. moderate speed and adding fresh salt,
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This whips the two together into guite small mixture, abrrost as effectine

and much easier than mor"tar and pestle. It requires about 2 lb. of sea

salt and I Ib. of mercurJr in this manner. The grey salt can be remoyed

as it accurrrulates, and put separately. I took a firlt bowl of such sa1t,

covered with prastic wrap, taped in place, and, outside the houge, (or in

a fum.e hood), heated at UOoF for 24 hourg. The sea salt chemically re-

acts Fith irnFnritieg, and, r feel, ttdriestt the humours from the mercury,

but basically it is a physical cleansing of the minute inner parts of the rD€r-

cury from metals therein amal.gqmated.

Then wash the salt away slowly in tap water. It dissohres the salt, and

wlth it are washed out many dissolved rrnpurities that do not rejoin the mer-

cury. The water will often wash out grey, depending on how much impurity

there was. This salt treatmerrt is iznportarrt even if one buys 3X distilled

reagearrt-grade mercury, I bel.ieve. Pour off the water, when well washed

and clean One may do this seU cleensing several times if desirable.

4', To the whol.e lot of purified mercury in the bowl, add additional salt,

but onl.y a pound or so, and then add to it clear, distiled vinegar. Natural

vinegar ls best. I used 10% commercial acetic acid. This makes a ditute

hydrochloric acid, acetic acid, sodium choloride ionic solutioa The mix-

ture should be vigorously rubbed with a wooden Bpoon for 10 minutes, then

set the (pfex) salad bowl on a low temperature hot plate to gerrtly boil off,

(or enaporate off) the acetic acid until the salt is dry. Ttris can be washed

off, when the bowl is cool (eo as not to crack it), in runrring tap water. If

you have an unlimited supply of filtered rain ( or distl).water, this is better
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than tap water. Eirt tap water, or even well water is O. K. in this opera-

tion The dilute acids dissolve arry active metals (copper, for instance)

and some other metals and oxides that may be in the mixture. This may

be repeated if you desire.

5) Once the mercury is well washed frorn all traces of acid and sa1t,

wash it several times with distitled water to remove any residues that may

be there from the tap or weLl water. This mercur.Jr can be dried with a pa-

per towel and if any scum exists on its surface, it can be remoned. If the

mercury used was already distilled, it is now considered cleaned, pqrified

mercury. If you think it is eti1l unclean, because it leanes a tail, or scum

is stiu preserrt on top of the mercury, then it MUST be distilled.

DISTILLATION

6) Take the dry, cleaned, purified mercury and put it irrto a ground glass

distillation train system. It is VIIAL that the joirds leading to the condenser

be ground gless, as high heat is required and rubber joirts are unsafe due to

the great poison of mercurSr vapor. Ihrt connections to the condenser or col-

lecfion vessel m.ay be other than ground glass, as long as they are air tiglrt.

Do ngt orrcrfill the digti[ation flask I usually use 250 cc round bottom flasks,

filled only haU-fuil. One must use aluminum foil and/or aluminum foil filled

witlt fiber glase, as an insulation batting on most small heating marr4es to

b'uifd up the heat as the mercury passes away from the heat source to the exit

port going to the condgsssi. Some people simply wrap the whole in alum.inurn
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foil, shiny side inside. I use an alurninurr foil, fiber glass filled batting,

2 layers thick, the whole then again wrapped in aluminum foil, to make an

oven-like jacket above the heating marille. This is easier than using heat-

ing tapes, and all.ows distiltation at a lower overall temperature than would

otherwise be necessary. The minirnum temperature of the heatiqg marrtle

that witr allow distillation is best. r use an ordinarSr, rotary dirnmsj switch,

500-600 Watt capacity for incandescert light dimming, quite ine:rpensiye, and

readilyavailable, in series, to conhol the temperatr.rre of my heating marrtle,

rather than a rheostat. It works perfec-tly, and costs Less to operate the heat-

ing mantle since it is a variabl.e bansformer rather than a resistance system.

Do not uge too much high temperature grease, or it will coutarninate the mer-

cury you intend to distill. But use enough so you can get the gronnd glass

apart. (I have had to use a blow torch, and sometim.es, petroleum penetra-

ting fluid used to free ruet5r bolts, to penetrate the giround glass seals that

are locked. It is a neat thing to krow. )

When you distill, have the mercury drop into distilled water, It may

Iorrrr a scum of mercurous and mercuric oxides. These can be easily

cleansed later, so do not womy if each distilation seems to produc€ rD€r-

cury that is not as clea.n as what you started with. I recommend superficial

ttsGiltnmingtt to clean the mercury of its fighter oxides, each time between

distillations.

Distill 3X. I do NOT believe that ? distillations of the mercnry is ever

required. Unless you removg sxides between distiUations, you will posi-

tively end up rrith a ttdim:rrertt end product. The purpose of disti[ationpe?
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se, is to remone non-nolatile metals that may exist in the mercury. Ore

must use as low a temperature as possible, simply to not volatirize the im-

purities' or cemy them over the helm with the mercury vapor.

One trick used by ehernists in late 1800f s lryas to put a layer of abogt

! + tncn of ptrre iron filings (not rusty nails! ) on top of the mercury to be

distilled. You will find some of this iron being camied up and over the dis-

tilling tube, and it makes the final product dirty in the receiving flash. But

iron is NONREACTfVE with mercury at these temperatures, and it traps a

great deal of impurities. It floats on the more dense mercury metal After

each disti[ation" this dirty iron (which should be considered optional, but I

hane used it with great success, often accomplishing in one such distilation

what 3, normal distiUetions required) must be discarded, and the distilling

nessel thoroughly cleaned, and dried, and all the connecting tubes and con-

denser and receiving vessel, as well. This dark rnercury in the receiving

flask can very easily be clea^ned by using charnois cloth, and squeezing the

mercury through a cotrple of times. The iron is only on the surface of the

distilled mercury.

Once the mercury is so distilled, then, one final time, it shorrld be passed

through the salt cleansing, followed by the salt-vinegar cleansing. Or, mere-

ly the salt-vinegar cleansing, as you like.

Your mercurJr is then poured irrto a large clean glass cooking bowl. Dr.aw-

ing folded paper towels across the top to remove the last traces of scum, on

the surface. I have found that adding a few drops of distiUed water, then pass-

ing paper towels, folded, towarde me, is the most e&ctive way of doing this.
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The molsture picke up the Bcum in the paper towel better. Thus it is

CLEANSED from all impurities.

When a farmer is preparing his field, in which he wishes to plant his

best corr\ hoping for a good .igol.cl corn harvest, does he not clean the

whole of his field, removing aII boulders, trees, brush, and then breaking

up the earth into fine soil? He may then choose to add manure, loved by

the corn, in which it growe. Thte makes the field alive again, not just clean.

Should we not therefore follow nature and prepare our mercury, our Dry1IrIE

FOUIIITAIN, a bit further so that it \rill be the most perfect ttfieldtt to re-

ceive our Noble King?

SIGNS OF PHYSICALLY PURIFIED i'ERCURY

f) It will be perfectly shiny, Iike a brilliant mirror, having not the least

trace of spots or scum or filth, When Btirred with a clean glass rod, in a

large bowl, it will remain clean and brilliantly clear. This means it is

clean in all aspects.

2l It will not form the leaet tttailtt, when rolled on a flat surface of glass.

3) It takes a perfectly round shape, therefore. And it is so mobile and

nuid that it deligtrts us.

4l When a drop of pure water, is put on it, the water shines from below, and

does not reveal any scum collecting in it or under it. It is physically beauti-

ful.

5) On the etherlc (prana) level of experience, if you are sensitive in this level,
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the mercury hae a eteady vibration peculiar only to mercury, that is very

etrong, affecting oner s etheric double in a characteristic w&y, hard to des-

cribe.

Note: Be very patient. This work takes several days, depending on how fast

you work. Without thisltour work is foolish, for you know not what you have

unless you personally purify this matrix.

Taking 'W literally, this cleansed, purified mercnry,

which is strlr considered ttcomm.ontt, should be eufficlent for the procedure of

animation DIRECTLY with a noble metaL, given in this manuscript. Person-

ally, I believe it to be so, especially given the long time period for onimating

the mercury before sowing the field with higher density of the noble metal,

eilver or gold, to begin the putrifaction, etc.
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